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Abstract

The Quality of Service (QoS) is a continue challenging issue in the telecommunication industry, manly having an impact over telco
services provision. Traffic classification, traffic marking and policing are general stages to QoS managing. Different approaches
have focused on traffic classification, being machine learning algorithms the promising ones. However, traffic marking over time-
related features is not widely explored, especially for VPN traffic. Hence, a specific QoS classifier for VPN traffic base on per-
hob Behavior (PHB) over a specific domain was proposed. To this end, a baseline QoS-Marked dataset was generated as from
characterized VPN traffic one, besides some machine learning algorithms were compared and T-Tester was performed. As a result,
Bagging has the best behavior for all scenarios applied and its higher value is 94,42% of accuracy. Hence, a QoS classifier is an
effective approach for traffic treatment over DiffServ networks.

Keywords: QoS classifier, per-hob Behavior, VPN Traffic Characterization

1. Introduction

The Quality of Service (QoS) is a continue challenging is-
sue in the telecommunication industry, manly having an im-
pact over telco services provision. In that sense, ITU-T has
defined QoS as ”Totality of characteristics of a telecommuni-
cations service that bear on its ability to satisfy stated and im-
plied needs of the user of the service” [1]. In a narrow sense,
QoS has a tight relationship with network performance, partic-
ularly, jitter, bandwidth, delay, and throughput which are a few
quantitative parameters in the network management, but also,
QoS is concerned of how managing any congestion in the net-
work. Hence, traffic classification, traffic marking and policing
are the general stages for controlling traffic and preventing any
network collapse.

Some works as [2] [3] [4] are promising approaches for
Traffic Classification base on machine learning algorithms, but
these are not considering neither QoS managing nor implemen-
tation of any method of marking . Marking and policing process
were considered by [5] [6], wherein each packet is marked base
on customer preferences and payload. Payload checking for
marking is an effective manner to determinate the type of traf-
fic, but is not an efficient solution, specifically for marking VPN
traffic wherein user data is protected. To solve this, classifica-
tion and marking processes base on some time-related features
for VPN and Non-VPN traffic were proposed. Two initial QoS
classifier tasks were defined for treatment of traffic and a QoS-
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marked dataset was generated for being routed over a DiffServ
network.

A Weka experiment was configured for testing and training
some machine learning algorithms over baseline QoS-Marked
dataset and replicated over an original characterization VPN
and Non-VNP traffic dataset [7]. Finally, a T-Tester was per-
formed for algorithms comparison taking account their statisti-
cal significance.

The rest of this paper is structured as fallows. Section 2
presents methods and original dataset used as support elements
in this work. Besides, a QoS classifier approach for labeling
of characterization VPN and Non-VPN traffic base on PHB
method is described. Section 3 outlines the results obtained af-
ter having performed some machine learning algorithms. Sec-
tion 4 discusses the results obtained. Finally, section 5 conclu-
sion and future works are presented.

2. Materials and Methods

According to QoS managing the traffic classification, traffic
marking and policing are general stages for controlling network
flows and maintaining an acceptable performance in the telco
service provision (See Figure 1).

Figure 1: General stages for QoS Managing - Adapted from [8]
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Traffic Classification stage is the procedure to identify dif-
ferent applications and protocols that exist in a network [9].
Michael Finsterbusch et.al [10]has split out the traffic classifi-
cation techniques in four categories: Port-Based, Statistical ap-
proach, Protocol decoding and Pattern-based; Both Port-Based
and Statistical use techniques not intrusive as protocol decoding
and pattern-based approaches. However, Port-Based depends
on the well-known ports for protocols assigned by IANA [11].
In fact, some applications that are not registered can be bypass-
ing censorship using other protocols or can be using random
ports to send data. As such, statistical approach is increasing
attention during last decade, especially, the machine learning
algorithms are promising alternatives.

Marking stage is a procedure to modify the QoS fields of
the incoming and outgoing packets base on service policies [8].
Marking can be done in layer 2 (CoS, Class of Service) or in
layer 3 (IP Precedence or DSCP) of any packet, particularly,
Differentiated Service Code Point (DSCP) is used for managing
traffic classes in a Differentiated Services (DiffServ) networks
in a proper manner [12]. Besides, having a well-defined DSCP
as proposed by RFC-2474 [13], allowing an effective mapping
to EXP field in MPLS networks [14].

Policing stage is a procedure to monitoring of data rates for a
particular traffic class [8]. Policing allows to having a threshold
for re-marking or dropping of packets. Increasing of traffic as
regards policing data gathered is taken account to define new
QoS policies for controlling and structure the network.

In this paper we focused on traffic classification and marking
stages, principally over encrypted VPN traffic. The Characteri-
zation VPN traffic is a challenging issue due to being a protocol
encapsulation method for maintaining the privacy of data over
network. Recently, a work is showed an encrypted VPN traf-
fic dataset based on time-related features [7]. The authors pro-
posed a flow-based classification method and compared only
two classifier algorithms. Next is briefly described the dataset,
selected algorithms and scenarios.

2.1. Dataset
The dataset contains real traffic generated by traditional

applications over regular session and VPN session (Firefox,
SMPTS, Skype, Facebook, among others). As result, the au-
thors in [7] have labeled a dataset with 14 different traffic
classes split out in 7 VPN and 7 Non-VPN traffic classes sepa-
rately. The type of traffic is showed in Table 1.

Table 1: Traffic by applications [7]
Traffic Application
Web Browsing
(BRW)

Firefox and Chrome

Email (Mail) SMPTS, POP3S and IMAPS
Chat ICQ, AIM, Skype, Facebook and Hangouts
Streaming (STR) Vimeo and Youtube
File Transfer
(FT)

Skype, FTPS and FTP using Filezilla

VoIP Facebook, Skype and Hangouts
P2P uTorrent and Transmission (Bittorrent)

2.2. Machine Learning Algorithms
Arash Habibi et.al [7] have only chosen C4.5 and KNN to

evaluate the quality of classification processes based on two
common metrics: Precision and Recall. As a result, C4.5 al-
gorithm presents best behavior in two scenarios.

Finally, two scenarios were implemented to obtain the traf-
fic classes as depicted in Figure 2. First one (A), distinguishes
between only a Non-VPN and VPN traffic, later a specific char-
acterization is realized for labeling each class according to Non-
VPN and VPN Traffic (A2). Second one (B), mixed dataset is
obtained in one step and all VPN and Non-VPN traffic is la-
beled.

Figure 2: Scenarios [7] - A2 and B were analyzed

2.3. QoS Classifier approach
The approach proposed was focused on the two early stages

for QoS managing, Traffic Classification and Marking. Figure 3
is depicted a general approach.

Figure 3: QoS Classifier general approach

QoS classifier has two inputs. First, traffic with statistical
time-related features. Principally, time-related features are ob-
tained in simple manner through analyzing of flow-based data
and computationally efficient [7]. Besides, statistical time-
related features have a good results by applying some machine
learning algorithms techniques [15]. Second, a policies com-
ing from any application domain. An application domain de-
pends on which context a network administrator provides QoS
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for different services. Indeed, QoS policies in the education
domain differ from normal subscriber domain (i.e., in the edu-
cation context can prevail VoIP and File transfer services over
Chat or P2P services, meanwhile in the subscriber domain, ser-
vices can be attended indistinctly or giving a bit more value to
Streaming service base on recently consumer trends).

QoS Classifier output is a Marked Traffic in order to QoS
managing over the network. Marking process depends on poli-
cies established by particular domain.

QoS Classifier contains two tasks to combining the inputs
and generating a QoS marked traffic. Analyzing Policies task
was defined for mapping any specific domain traffic rule to a
specific QoS field (e.g. DSCP in DiffServ Architectures, EXP
in MPLS). Labeling task was defined to changing the type traf-
fic characterized to a well-known label in the network (e.g.
AF/EF in DiffServ or E-LSP/L-LSP in MPLS).

2.4. General Approach Implementation

To verify general approach, some particular policies over
specific VPN traffic were implemented in order to having a QoS
Marked traffic (Figure 4).

Figure 4: QoS Classifier Implementation

2.4.1. Subscriber domain
Regular consumers require all services work well over the

network (e.g home user). Today consumer trends are focused
on streaming video as reported by Internet.org [16]. On the
other hand, VPN applications are being more popular because
of protecting user personal data [17] [18].

2.4.2. VPN/NonVPN-Traffic
This traffic needs to be processed before getting into QoS

classifier. To this end, the normal VPN and NonVPN traffic
generated by some application (e.g Skype, Hangouts, Chrome,
Facebook) and conveyed over the network are collected and
processed as depicted by [7]. As result, a VPN and Non-VPN
traffic with some time features are generated as a network traf-
fic flows. Actually, VPN traffic is an important issue due to
increasing of users are going online using VPN applications for
avoiding internet restrictions [19].

2.4.3. QoS Classifier
An analyzing policies task was implemented taking account

services class definition by RFC-4594 [20] and per-hop behav-
ior (PHB) as defined by RFC2474 [13]. This task is network
administrator knowledge dependent and manual process. A la-
beling task was realized by changing type VPN traffic (Traffic-
Labels) to PHB-Labels using a weka filter algorithm. As a re-
sult, Table 2 shows the relationship between Traffic-Labels im-
plemented by Arash Habibi, et.al. [7] and PHB-Labels base on
subscriber domain rules for representing services classes and
dropping.

Table 2: Labels Mapping
Scenario Traffic-Labels PHB-Labels1

A2/B

NonVPN

Mail
AF12Chat

FT
BRW AF22
STR AF32P2P
VoIP EF

VPN

VPN-Mail
AF11VPN-Chat

VPN-FT
VPN-BRW AF21
VPN-STR AF31VPN-P2P
VPN-VoIP EF

2.4.4. QoS PHB Marked
A specific baseline Dataset is the outcome of QoS Classifier.

An Input dataset with statistical time-related features was mod-
ified taking account a network administrator rules for specific
domain and the PHB concept [21].

3. Experiments

Two baseline dataset were obtained (QoS-Marked Traffic).
A2 dataset has PHB-Labels ranging from AF12 to AF32 for
Non-VPN and AF11 to AF31 for VPN traffic. VoIP traffic was
labeled with EF for both. B dataset is a mixed of all PHB-labels
ranging from AF11 to AF32 and its priorities numbers (Table 2
). As suggest Arash Habibi, et.al. in [7], different flow timeout
(ftm) values were selected for testing (15s, 30s, 60s, 120s).

Table 3 presents the setup for experiment. WEKA experi-
menter for testing each scenario was used. Both scenarios have
the same cross validation settings and machine learning algo-
rithms but different datasets. A2 scenario has VPN and Non-
VPN for PHB-labels (AF11 to AF31 and AF12 to AF32, re-
spectively). B scenario has all-in one PHB-Labels. The experi-
ment was replicated in original dataset as well (Traffic-Labels).
Finally, a T-Tester was performed in the algorithms for each
dataset in order to getting a trustworthy statistical result.

1Drop probabilities: VPN Traffic has lower drop probability than NonVPN
Traffic. (i.e AFx1 has lower drop probability than AFx2)
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Table 3: Experiment setup
Approach Machine Learning Algorithms/WEKA Scenario CrossValidation(Folds) Run

Traffic/PHB-Labels

C4.5/J48

A2-B 10 10

KNN (K=1)]/IBK
Naive Bayes
Rule(Part)
Neuronal Networks/MLPClassifier
Bagging (C4.5)
Boosting (C4.5)/AdBoostM1

Figure 5: Percent Correct for Traffic-Labels and PHB-Labels approaches in Scenario A2

3.1. Results and analysis of scenario A2

The accuracy (PercentCorrect) in the A. H. Lashkari et al.
work[7] using a single run for cross validation and not T-Tester
for Traffic-Labels indicated that C4.5 algorithm has a little bet-
ter behavior than KNN algorithm. A little decrease in the pre-
cision for 15s to 120s was obtained. However, the numerical
difference is not strong enough criteria for getting a statistical
significance. To solve that, a T-Tester was applied and other ma-
chine learning algorithms were performed (See Figure 5 parts
a, b). As result, C4.5 is better than KNN and significantly better
for all ftm values. This result validates what said by work afore-
mentioned. However, C4.5 has not the best behavior. Indeed,
Bagging and Booting algorithms are significantly better than
C4.5 but not significantly different between them (except for
60s ftm value in Non-VPN traffic wherein boosting is worse).
Table 4 shows all results obtained by applying a statistical test
based on Paired T-Tester (characters ’*’ and ’v’ represent sta-

tistically significant difference; lower scores and higher scores,
respectively. Character ’-’ not represent statistically significant
difference).

Our approach has the same behavior. C4.5 is significantly
better than KNN for all ftm values, but worse in comparison
with Bagging and Boosting (Figure 5 parts c, d). Both Bag-
ging and Boosting are significantly better for all ftm values but
not significantly different between them (not exception is pre-
sented). Moreover, PHB-Labels has higher scores for all time
out values than Traffic-Labels approach (See Figure 5 parts e, f
.15s and 30s ftm are presented as higher results). Table 5 shows
all results obtained by applying a statistical test based on Paired
T-Tester (characters ’*’ and ’v’ represent statistically significant
difference; lower scores and higher scores, respectively. Char-
acter - not represent statistically significant difference).

Finally, our approach has better behavior than Traffic-Label
approach and continuing with the same trend wherein accuracy

4
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Figure 6: Percent Correct for Traffic-Labels and PHB-Labels approaches in Scenario B

for shorter ftm values are better than accuracy for larger values
(15s for PHB-Labels in Non-VPN and 30s for PHB-Labels in
VPN. Figure 5 parts e, f). Moreover, the PHB-Labels have the
best behavior for EF class both VPN and Non-VPN (Figure 5
parts g, h. 15s for Rc in Non-VPN and 15s for Pr in VPN
presented higher scores).

3.2. Results and analysis of scenario B

In this scenario all PHB-Labels was mixed together in one
dataset as in Traffic-Labels approach. As a result, 7 different
classes were obtained unlike 14 classes in Traffic-Labels. PHB-
Labels are more suitable for QoS Managing than Traffic-Labels.
Labels as AF and EF are well-Known in a Diffserv architecture
and allow routing all traffic in an effective manner.

The Accuracy achieved in PHB-Labels is 86.94% for Bag-
ging in 15s ftm (See figure 6 part b). In the Traffic-Labels
approach the Bagging algorithm has the same behavior but its

score is lower than PHB-Labels (See figure 6 part a). KNN,
Naive Bayes and Multilayer perceptron have worse behavior
than C4.5, rules, Bagging and Boosting for all ftm values. C4.5
and Rules are not significantly different but are significantly
worse than Bagging and Boosting. Indeed, Bagging is signif-
icantly better than boosting and the other ones for all ftm val-
ues (See tables 4 and 5). Hence, Bagging is more suitable for
Traffic-Labels and PHB-Labels approaches. Again, the best re-
sults are presented for shorter ftm value in the overall accuracy
and PHB-Labels approach has better scores than Traffic-Labels
approach (Figure 6, part d).

Precision and recall by class have a behavior a little different
in each ftm for PHB-Labels Precision in AF12 class has high
scores for 15s and 120s (See figure 6 part c); bagging is signif-
icantly better than others algorithms for all ftm values, except-
ing for 30s and 60s wherein is not significantly different from
boosting (for recall none change was detected). Recall in AF22
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Table 4: Statistical Significance by Algorithms in Traffic-Labels Approach
Scenario ftm (s) C4.5 KNN NaiveBayes Rule NeuronalNetworks Bagging Boosting

A2

NonVPN

15 91.81 87.30* 49.68* 92.48 v 70.59* 93.09 v 93.19 v
30 89.89 86.48* 44.87* 90.36- 67.66* 91.75 v 91.45 v
60 88.06 84.05* 31.74* 88.58- 57.31* 90.63 v 89.33 v
120 89.74 87.20* 39.53* 90.18- 69.17* 91.74 v 91.42 v

VPN

15 85.91 82.52* 22.49* 86.09- 60.93* 88.28 v 87.68 v
30 86.50 85.27* 35.18* 86.86- 58.19* 89.03 v 88.55 v
60 84.15 82.21* 34.35* 84.22- 58.11* 86.66 v 85.97 v
120 83.62 82.43* 38.86* 84.48- 54.90* 86.43 v 85.82 v

B VPN-NonVPN

15 81.80 75.00* 27.06* 81.93- 41.89* 84.81 v 83.55 v
30 80.15 74.82* 24.99* 80.10- 38.50* 83.58 v 82.25 v
60 77.80 72.75* 20.46* 77.43- 36.11* 81.38 v 79.92 v
120 77.80 73.25* 22.59* 77.60- 38.16* 81.16 v 80.12 v

Table 5: Statistical Significance by Algorithms in PHB-Labels Approach
Scenario ftm (s) C4.5 KNN NaiveBayes Rule NeuronalNetworks Bagging Boosting

A2

NonVPN

15 93,23 88.95* 61.14* 93.70- 74.10* 94.42v 94.64v
30 91.35 88.18* 59.13* 91.60- 73.11* 92.89 v 92.95 v
60 91.56 88.26 44.97* 91.89- 67.00* 93.45 v 92.98 v
120 91.06 89.40* 47.73* 91.03- 72.62* 92.94 v 92.59 v

VPN

15 90.89 87.69* 37.88* 91.11- 73.91* 92.80 v 92.36 v
30 91.01 89.11* 44.49* 90.96- 71.72* 92.82 v 92.69 v
60 87.88 85.87* 48.03* 87.64- 66.72* 90.34 v 90.00 v
120 87.78 85.02* 48.10* 88.01- 64.75* 89.42 v 89.26 v

B VPN-NonVPN

15 84.25 77.81* 42.40* 84.65- 53.11* 86.94 v 86.10 v
30 82.54 77.20* 32.85* 82.32- 48.03* 85.38 v 84.61 v
60 81.02 76.08* 24.25* 80.92- 47.08* 84.40 v 83.27 v
120 79.79 75.13* 29.66* 79.60- 42.31* 82.90 v 81.38 v

class has high scores for 60s and 120s (See figure 6 part d);
bagging is significantly better than others algorithms for all ftm
values, excepting for 15s and 30s wherein is not significantly
different from boosting. EF and AF31 classes have the same be-
havior for bagging and boosting in all ftm values, having high
scores for both precision and recall (but not significantly dif-
ferent between them). Besides, higher scores are presented for
EF class (Figure 6 parts c, d). For the other classes bagging is
significantly better than boosting in at least one ftm value both
precision and recall.

4. Discussion

A QoS-marked traffic was obtained as from characterized
VPN and Non-VPN traffic, wherein PHB-Labels are more suit-
able for managing the network traffic than Traffic-Labels in [7].
Indeed, PHB-Labels are well-known in Diffserv networks for
routing traffic in a proper manner. Moreover, PHB-Labels can
be mapped to EXP field as explained in [14] for a MPLS Net-
work.

Statistical significance analysis showed that Bagging and
Boosting have the best accuracy in A2 and B scenarios both
Traffic-Labels and PHB-Labels approaches. Bagging is signif-
icantly better than boosting in B scenario but not significantly

different in A2 scenario, except for 60s-NonVPN wherein bag-
ging is better in Traffic-Labels approach. Hence, bagging is the
best classifier for Traffic-Labels and PHB-Labels in two sce-
narios. Besides, PHB-Labels approach have better results than
Traffic-Labels approach for all ftm values in each scenario and
for all algorithms analyzed. On the other hand, MLPClassifier
has to be tuning in order to achieving higher scores or any do-
main specific implementation has to be done for improving the
accuracy.

QoS-Classifier was proposed as a mechanism for control-
ling traffic in proper manner and QoS managing through PHB-
Labels. To this end, two tasks were defined and implemented.
First one, an analyzing policies task taking account the network
policies for marking incoming traffic as a well-known network
label. However, this task is network administrator knowledge
dependent and domain specific. To solve this, a domain ontol-
ogy would be a good option to having parametrized policies in
each domain wherein marking process can be more effective.
Second one, a labeling task modifies one traffic label to another
one for traffic control in the network. Again, labeling task is
policing dependent and manual execution. A recommender sys-
tem based on traffic behavior can suggest a well-known label for
any specific domain policy.
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5. Conclusions and future works

In this paper the effectiveness of time-related features for
VPN and Non-VPN traffic classification was confirmed. More-
over, we found that bagging and boosting are significantly bet-
ter than C4.5 in the Traffic-Labels approach. We have proposed
a QoS-Classifier with two tasks for traffic treatment over the
network. Our proposal took into account the PHB-DiffServ
concept and specific domain policies for traffic marking, as the
well-known AF and EF labels. Hence, the QoS-Classifier out-
put (QoS-Maked) allows routing all traffic in an effective man-
ner. Finally, bagging has achieved better results for all ftm val-
ues in PHB-Label approach, besides our approach has better
behavior in overall accuracy than Traffic-Labels approach for
all machine learning algorithms in each ftm values both A2 and
B scenarios. Higher scores with statistically significant differ-
ence were obtained in scenario A2 with 94,42% and 92,82% of
accuracy for Non-VPN and VPN traffic, respectively.

As future work a domain ontology can be defined for recom-
mender systems proposals. The ontology will allow to having
a labeling recommender system over an incoming network traf-
fic with time-related features. Besides, a mechanism base on
incremental learning is suitable for implementing the policing
stage in QoS managing process, manly for being the network
traffic so dynamic and requiring differenced treatment for each
new telco services. Finally, a Neuronal Network tuning or im-
plementing specific one is necessary for reaching higher scores
and better behavior.
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